BRAZIL

Virgin of Nazare
1993

Ulysses Guimaraes,
National Congress
1993

Brazil - Portugal Treaty of
Consultation and Friendship
1993

Endangered Birds
1993

Composers
1993

National Book Day
1993

Image of the Republic
1993
BRAZIL
Cartoon Drawings
1993

Launching of First Brazilian-Built Submarine
1993

Christmas
1993

First Fighter Group, 50th Anniversary
1993

Convent of Merces, 340th Anniversary
1994

Mae Menininha of Gantois, Birth Centenary
1994

International Olympic Committee Centenary
1994

240CR

(1)

42CR

58CR

80CR

(1)
BRAZIL

Monkeys
1994

National Literacy Program
1994

Prominent Brazilians
1994
BRAZIL

Birds
1994-98

Self-Adhesive

Birds
1999 - 2000

22C
BEM-TE-VIZINHO
DE TOPETE VERMELHO

1ST CLASS
(27C)
TIZIU
BRAZIL

Frankfurt Book Fair
1994

(1) SOUVENIR SHEET

Treaty of Tordesillas
1994

(1) SOUVENIR SHEET
BRAZIL

Petrobras
1994

Brazilian State Mint
1994

Campaign Against Hunger and Misery
1994

Institute of Brazilian Lawyers
1994

FISH

BREAD

12C

12C

International
Year of the Family
1994

Maternity Hospital
1994

Vincente Celestino
1994

12C

84C

12C

Ayrton Senna
1994

STRIP OF 3
BRAZIL

Capture of Monte Castello, Farroupilha Revolution 1995
Louis Pasteur 1995

President Franco 1995
Radio Centenary 1995

FAO, 50th Anniversary 1995

Famous Men 1995

ALEXANDRE DE GUSMAO 12C
FRANCISCO BRANDAO 12C
JOSE DA SILVA PARANHOS, JR. 15C

Brazil - Japan Friendship 1993

Endangered Birds 1995
BRAZIL

June Festivals
1995

New Currency
1995

St. Anthony of Padua
1995

Volleyball
1995

Parachute Brigade
1995

Dinosaurs
1995

Traffic Safety Program
1995
BRAZIL

Motion Picture Centenary
1995

2.14R SOUVENIR SHEET

Roberto Burle Marx
1995

SOUVENIR SHEET OF 3
BRAZIL

Writers
1995

Christmas
1995

15c AND 23c PAIR + TWO LABELS

Diario de Pernambuco
1995

Botofogo Soccer and Regatta Club
1995

15c

23c
BRAZIL

2nd World Short Course Swimming Championships
1995

BLOCK OF FOUR

Amazon Theatre Centenary
1996

1.23 R SOUVENIR SHEET
BRAZIL

Brazilian Caverns
1996

2.68R SOUVENIR SHEET

World Day to Fight Against Desertification
1996

1.23 R SOUVENIR SHEET
BRAZIL

23rd Sao Paulo International Biennial Exhibition
1996

BLOCK OF FOUR

Popular Legends - BRAPEX '96
1996

SOUVENIR SHEET OF 3
BRAZIL

Christmas 1996

1ST

1ST

Jose Carlos 1996

Tourism 1996

STRIP OF 5
(MOUNT SIDEWAYS)

Rio de Janeiro, 2004 Olympics Candidate 1997

Antonio de Castro Alves 1997

America Issue "The Postman" 1997

Marquis of Tamandare 1997

1ST

1ST

15C

15C

23C
BRAZIL

Brazilian Airplanes
1997
BRAZIL

Brazilian Claim to Trindade Island
1997

1.23R SOUVENIR SHEET

Indian Culture
1997

1.15 R SOUVENIR SHEET
BRAZIL

Brazilian Antarctic Program
1997

2.68 R SOUVENIR SHEET
BRAZIL

MERCOSUR
1997
80C

Missionaries in Brazil
1997
1.05R

End of Canudos War
1997
1.05R

Tourism
1997
1ST

Academy of Literature
1997
22C

Emiliano de Cavalcanti
1997
1ST

MERCOUSUR Communications
Integration by Telebras
1997
80C

2nd World Meeting of Pope with Families
1997
31C

Composers
1997
1.20R

22C
22C
BRAZIL

Brazilian Circus
1998

Feijoada, Traditional Cuisine
1998

31c

Luiz de Queiroz
1998

36c

Preservation of Flora and Fauna
1998

22c

Pair of 22c Stamps
International Year of the Ocean
Sheet of 24
1998
World Cup Soccer Championships
Sheet of 24
1998
BRAZIL
Fruits and Nuts
Self-Adhesive Stamps
1997-99

1c
2c
8c
10c
20c
22c
51c
80c
82c
1R
BRAZIL

Benedictine Monastery
1998

Alberto Santos-Dumont
1998

Brazilian Cinema
1998

Rodrigo Melo Franco de Andrade
1998

Luís da Camara Cascudo
1998

BLOCK OF SIX 31c STAMPS
BRAZIL

42nd Aeronautical Pentathlon World Championship
1998

STRIP OF FIVE 22c STAMPS

Mercosur
1998

80c

24th Sao Paulo Art Biennial
1998

BLOCK OF EIGHT 31c STAMPS
BRAZIL

Child and Citizenship Stamp Design Winner 1998

Dom Pedro I 1998

Maritime Mail from Portugal to Brazil 1998

ANATEL 1998

Frisco's Mango Refreshment Stamp 1998

Declaration of Human Rights 1998

Flowers 1998

STRIP OF THREE 31C STAMPS

Christmas 1998
BRAZIL
Domestic Animals
1998

Humanitarians
1998

UPU, 125th Anniversary
1999

City of Salvador
1999

Fort of Santo Amaro da Barra Grande
1999
BRAZIL

Natal, 400th Anniversary
1999

Dinosaurs' Valley
1999

Program for Evaluating Resources in Brazil's Exclusive Economic Zone
1999

BLOCK OF SIX

Holy Spirit
1999

6th Air Transportation Squadron, 30th Anniversary
1999

Flight of Santos-Dumont's Dirigible No. 3
1999
BRAZIL

Fish
China World Philatelic Exhibition
1999

Sheet of 8
BRAZIL

Antonio Carlos Jobim 1999

New Middle School Education System 1999

Itamaraty Palace 1999

2000th Anniversary of Christianity 1999

BLOCK OF 6
BRAZIL

Happy New Year
2000

Book for Students National Program
2000

31C

Gilberto Freyre
2000

36C

Pioneer Brazilian Women of Aviation
2000

STRIp OF THREE 22C STAMPS

Moquecas - Brazilian Dish
2000

PAIR OF R$1.05
BRAZIL

LUBRAPEX 2000 - Philatelic Exhibition
2000

BLOCK OF FOUR 31C STAMPS

31st International Congress of Geology - Hannover
2000

SOUVENIR SHEET OF THREE R$1.30 STAMPS
BRAZIL

Discovery of Brazil, 500th Anniversary
2000

SHEET OF TWENTY DIFFERENT 40C STAMPS + 4 LABELS AT CORNERS
BRAZIL

Africa Day
2000

Brazilian Navy School Ships
2000

PAIR OF 27C STAMPS

Radical Sports
2000

27C

27C

40C

40C
BRAZIL
America Issue
Campaigns Against AIDS and Drugs
2000

SOUVENIR SHEET OF TWO R$1.10
BRAZIL

Anisio Teixeira
2000

Gustavo Capanema
2000

International Day of Ozone Layer Control
2000

Milton Campos
2000

Sound and Light Project
2000

Organ Transplantation
2000

Brazilian Fruits
2000

CUPUAÇU

GRAVIOLA

R$1.00

R$1.45

R$1.30

PAIR OF R$1.50

R$0.40

R$0.60
BRAZIL

Olympic Games (Brazilian Cartoons)
Sheet 1
2000

SHEET OF TWENTY DIFFERENT 40C STAMPS + 4 LABELS AT CORNERS
MOUNT SIDEWAYS
BRAZIL

Olympic Games (Brazilian Cartoons)
Sheet 2
2000

SHEET OF TWENTY DIFFERENT 40c STAMPS + 4 LABELS AT CORNERS
MOUNT SIDEWAYS
BRAZIL

Brazil-China Friendship - Joint Issue
2000

27c

Race Car Drivers
2000

R$1.30
R$1.45

Christmas
2000

BLOCK OF SIX 27C STAMPS
BRAZIL

School TV
Telecourse 2000 Project
2000

Brazil-French
Guyana Border Agreement
2000

Brazilian Aircraft
2000

SHEETLET OF TEN 27C STAMPS
BRAZIL

Discovery of Brazil, 500th Anniversary
2000

31c = PERSONAL LABEL (PHOTO)
NOTE: A MACHINE TAKES PICTURE OF THE CUSTOMER AND CREATE A
FULL PAGE OF STAMPS AND PERSONAL LABELS PLACING THEM SIDE BY
SIDE; THIS ROW IS FOR A SINGLE PAIR

Automatic Service - Ararajuba (Bird)
2000

NOTE: THE VALUE DEPENDS ON THE POSTAGE NEEDS; YOU
CAN MAKE A SERIES WITH 5 DIFFERENT MAIN NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL VALUES
BRAZIL
SEMI-POSTAL STAMPS

Children and Citizenship
1997

Sheet of 16
BRAZIL
SEMI-POSTAL STAMPS

Stampin' The Future
Children Drawings
2000

BLOCK OF FOUR 22C + 8C STAMPS + 2 LABELS